USING CORPUS METHODS TO ANALYSE METAPHOR IN DISCOURSE

Friday 10\textsuperscript{th} January 2014, Lancaster University

PROGRAMME

10.00 am  
\textbf{Registration and coffee/tea}  
\textit{Engineering Building Room A87 (ground floor)}

10.30 am  
\textbf{Welcome and introduction} (Elena Semino)  
\textit{Engineering Building Room B76 (first floor)}

11.00 am  
\textbf{Using Wmatrix} (Paul Rayson and Andrew Hardie)  
\textit{Engineering Building Room B76 (first floor)}

12.30 pm  
\textbf{Lunch}  
\textit{Engineering Building Room A87 (ground floor)}

1.30 pm  
\textbf{Annotating texts with eMargin} (Zsófia Demjén)  
\textit{Engineering Building Room B76 (first floor)}

2.00 pm  
\textbf{Linking eMargin tags with USAS tags in Wmatrix} (Steve Wattam)  
\textit{Engineering Building Room B76 (first floor)}

2.30 pm  
\textbf{Break for coffee/tea}  
\textit{Engineering Building Room A87 (ground floor)}

2.45 pm  
\textbf{Using Wmatrix for metaphor identification and analysis} (Jane Demmen, Veronika Koller and Elena Semino)  
\textit{Engineering Building Room B76 (first floor)}

4.45 pm  
\textbf{End}

Participants are welcome to stay until 5.30 pm to use the software and/or ask further questions.

This event is being held as part of the activities of the Metaphor in End-of-Life Care ESRC Project (ES/J007927/1; \url{http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/melc}) and is associated with Lancaster’s ESRC Centre for Corpus Approaches to Social Science. For further details on Wmatrix, see \url{http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/wmatrix/}.  